
THE SOVIET UNION: 
BACKGROUND, IDEOLOGY, REALITY 

A symposium edited by Waldemar Gurian 
"This volume represents the most up-to-date and reliable brief 
introduction to the complex problems of Soviet ideology and 
reality. It combines expert scholarship and considerable judgment 
with an awareness of the urgent issues facing all people in the 
non-Communist countries today."—Professor Hans ICohn. 

"It is a phenomenon nowadays when a symposium lives up to its 
name and really is a conversational feast. Waldemar Gurian 
gathered a group of experts on Russia and Eastern Europe and 
has edited their papers. The volume will give the reader sound 
and clear views on the development of the regime since 1917, 
on the difference between thought control under the Czars and 
Stalin, on Soviet policies in Eastern Europe, on the Soviet system 
of terrorism, and on religion in Russia since 1940."—America. 

$3.50 

EUROPE BETWEEN DEMOCRACY AND ANARCHY 
Ferdinand A. Hermens 
"With its extremely well-documented analysis pointing to Propor
tional Representation as the chief institutional handicap to the 
stability of democratic government, Europe Between Democracy 
and Anarchy should at last destroy the many fallacies in which 
even seasoned observers of the European scene have persisted to 
this day. I consider Dr. Hermens' work one of the most useful 
books that has been published since the Second World W a r . " — 
Professor Joseph Dunner, Chairman of the Department of Political 
Science, Grlnnell College. 

"Professor Hermens' book is of great value to students of modern 
European history, comparative government, political parties, leg
islative assemblies, and recent political theory. Through a wealth 
of information and analysis not elsewhere available, he docu
ments the importance of electoral systems in the democratic 
process."—Professor franklin L. Burdette, Department of Gov
ernment and Politics, University of Maryland. ^ _ _ _ 

The Soviet Union: Background, Ideology/ Reality and Europe Between 
Democracy and Anarchy are the first two publications in the International 
Studies Series sponsored by the Committee on International Relations, 
which was organized in 1949 by the University of Notre Dame. Eight other 
publications are planned by the Committee, which is particularly interested 
in the study of the ethical aspects and implications of international relations. 

IN PREPARATION: 

Panslavlsm, by Hans Kohn. 
Bolshevism: An Introduction, by Waldemar Gurian. 
Christian Democracy In trance and Italy, by Mario Einaudi and Francois 
Goguel. 

University of Notre Dame Press • Notre Dame, Indiana 
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Studies of the Non-Marxian Tradition of 
19th Century Russia and of its 

Partial Revival in the Soviet Union 

Pioneers of Russian 
Social Thought 

By RICHARD H A R E 

Lecturer in Russian Literature, University of London 

An analysis of the principal Russian non-Marxian social and 
political philosophers as they illuminate the contemporary Soviet 
point of view. Professor Hare concentrates on a number of repre
sentative figures, from the ultra-conservative Chaadayev to the 
violently radical Chernyshevsky and Herzen the sceptic. He dis
cusses their influence on western thinking and the significance of 
the tacit revival of their ideas among the modern Russian intelli
gentsia. 308 pages. Illustrated. $4.50 

OXFORD RUSSIAN READERS 
Anton Chekhov: Selected Short Stories. Edited by G. A. Birkett and Gleb 
Struve. This is the first of a new series of Readers designed as an intro
duction to Russian literature for students. The volume is fully annotated 
with notes and vocabulary. $3.00 

GORYE OT UMA 
Alexander Sergeyevich Griboyedov. Comedy in Four Acts in Verse. Edited 
with Introduction and Notes by D. P. Costello. 
'The Misfortune of Being Intelligent' is Griboyedov's major work. Untrans
latable because of its colloquial language, it must be read in Russian. 

Probably $3.00 

THE OXFORD BOOK OF 
RUSSIAN VERSE 
Chosen by Maurice Baring. Second edition (1948) supplemented by 
D. P. Costello. $3.50 

OXFORD SLAVONIC PAPERS 
Volume I, 19S0. Edited by S. Konovalov. The first in the series, this volume 
contains articles and lectures on Russian language, literature, and history. 

$2.50 

At all bookstores, or 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
114 Fifth Avenue, New York 11 
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SOVIET STUDIES 
A Quarterly Review of the Social and 

Economic Institutions of the USSR 
SOVIET STUDIES is edited on behalf of the Department for the Study of the 

Social and Economic Institutions of the USSR, University of Glasgow, by 

J. MILLER, M.A., and R. J. A. SCHLESINGER, DR. RER. POL., PH.D. 

OOVIET STUDIES has been established because of a view in British 
^ academic circles that the study of the society functioning and 
developing in the USSR is too important to be treated only as a by
product of other fields of scholarship. The journal is based on the 
collaboration of most of the specialist students of the subject avail
able in Britain and an increasing number of American, French and 
other scholars. The obvious difficulties in treating highly controversial 
problems of contemporary history cannot be overcome except by the 
application of scholarly standards to the selection and interpretation 
of the information available. Nothing is further from the intention 
of the journal than to conduct or promote either an attack upon, or 
defense of, the USSR and its institutions. 

The backbone of Soviet Studies is formed by the presentation 
and interpretation of materials published in Soviet books and period
icals. This purpose is served by annotated translations and summaries 
of articles published in Soviet periodicals, by extensive reports of the 
documentation available on the institutions and intellectual life of 
the USSR, and by reviews of Soviet books. At the same time, Soviet 
Studies attempts to promote the critical use of available information 
by publishing articles and reviews of books by Western scholars. 
Among the topics to be treated in the next few issues are aspects of 
Soviet planning and economic thought, recent trends in Soviet his
toriography, Soviet law, the historical development of Soviet foreign 
policy, recent developments in education, and the organization of 
factories and collective farms. 

Subscriptions: Send $3.50 for a year's subscription to F. A. 
Praeger, Inc., 105 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York. 

Published by 

BASIL BLACKWELL • OXFORD 
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Russia's ambitions—in theory and in practice 

THE RUSSIAN-AMERICAN COMPANY 
By S. B. Okun. Translated by Carl Ginsburg. This classic, translated 
from the Russian, describes the little-known activities of the Russian-
American Co. in Alaska, which acted as a screen for Russian expan
sionist policy in the entire Pacific area. 

Offset from typed copy. Paper covers. $4.50 

SOVIET LEGAL PHILOSOPHY 
Translated by Hugh W. Babb. Introduction by John N. Hazard. These 
selections from the writings of Soviet legal philosophers reveal the 
problems of reconciling legal theory with such Marxist concepts as 
"withering away of the state." $7.50 

KARL MARX'S INTERPRETATION OF 
HISTORY By M. M. Bober. "For anyone who wishes to under
stand the Marxian system . . . this volume is sure to prove invaluable." 

—Saturday Review of Literature $6.00 

At all bookstores, or 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY P R E S S 
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts 
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STATEMENT OF T H E OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND 
CIRCULATION REQUIRED BY T H E ACT OF CONGRESS OF 

AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY T H E FACTS OF 
MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946 

Of The American Slavic and East European Review published quarterly 
at New York, New York, for October 1, 1951. 

1 The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, 
and business manager are: 

Publisher: Columbia University Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 
2 7 ,N.Y. 

Editor: (none) 

Managing editor: John N. Hazard, 431 West 117 Street, New York 
2 7 ,N.Y. 

Business manager: Harold H. Laskey, 2960 Broadway, New York 
2 7 ,N.Y. 

2. The owner is: 

The American Association for the, Advancement of Slavic Studies, 
Inc., 431 West 117 Street, New York 27, New York; Ernest J. 
Simmons, President, Philip E. Mosely, Vice President,. John N. 
Hazard, Secretary, and Treasurer, all at 431 West 117 Street, New 
York 27, N . Y. 

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders 
owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, 
mortgages, or other securities are: (none) 

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where the stockholder or secu
rity holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in 
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation 
for whom such trustee is acting; also the statements in the two para
graphs show the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circum
stances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders 
who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold 
stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner. 

HAROLD H. LASKEY 

Business Manager 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 17 day of September, 1951 
FANIA K. ODELL 

(My. commission expires March 30, 1952) 
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UNIVERSITY PRESS 

THE SIBERIAN 
INTERVENTION 

By JOHN ALBERT WHITE. "A balanced and objectively written history of 
the Allied intervention in the Russian Revolution from 1918-1922—an adven
ture that has been recounted many times before but usually in such a way as 
to arouse political passions rather than clarify history. . . . A very readable 
book."—New Yorker. $6.00 

CERVANTES IN 
RUSSIA 

By LVDMILLA BUKETOFF TURKEVICH. A study of the influence of 
Cervantes on Russia, as an example of the cultural impact of the West upon 
Russia. Cervantes' influence is analyzed in terms of his general popularity, the 
familiarity of Russian writers with his works, and the effect he has had on such 
writers as Pushkin, Turgenev, and Dostoyevski. "Her treatment of Cervantes 
in the Soviet period, about which so little is known, is a significant contribu
tion to our knowledge."—New York Times. $4.00 

TOLSTOY & CHINA 
By DERK BODDE. Making use of Russian materials only recently available, 
including a definitive Soviet edition of Tolstoy's writings, Mr. Bodde here 
studies the impact of Chinese civilization—especially its philosophy and reli
gion—upon Tolstoy's writing and thinking. "A very lucid and, one could 
almost say, definitive picture of the influence of China on Tolstoy."—Bulletin 
of American Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages. $2JS0 

At your bookstore 

Princeton University Pre** 

Qtmatm 
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